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ÖZ 

Bedenî arızaların veya bu arızaların 

sebebiyet verdiği eksikliklerin insan 

hayatında oluşturduğu olumsuzluklar 

bilinen bir gerçektir. Bu türden eksikliklerin, 

bu cümleden âmâlığın kimi zaman ve 

hallerde insanda bulunan sanat gücünün 

ortaya çıkmasında tetikleyici işlev üstlendiği 

de vakıadır. Bu incelemede Türkiye âşıklık 

geleneği içinde günümüz usta âşıklarından 

Âşık Mevlüt İhsanî ve Âşık Mustafa 

Ruhanî’nin ‚yaşnâme‛leri üzerinde 

durulmuştur. Âşık Mevlüt İhsanî ve Âşık 

Mustafa Ruhanî yaşadıkları çevre ve 

geçirdikleri çocukluk dönemleri yönünden 

benzer bir hayat sürdürmüştür. Bu 

benzerlik yaşnâmelerde somut bir biçimde 

görülmektedir. Her iki âşık sanatçının 

yaşadıklarındaki benzerliğin odağında 

ikisinin de âmâlığa duçar eden trajik bir 

olay söz konusudur. Yaşnâmelerde de 

anlatılan bu trajik olay iki âşığın sanat 

yolculuğunda mühim bir safhadır. Tek 

kalemden çıkmış gibi benzerlik gösteren her 

iki âşık/sanatçının ‚yaşnâme‛leri mukayese 

edilmiştir. Gerek yaşanan trajik olay gerek 

artzamanlı olarak yazılmasına rağmen 

eşzamanlı özellik arz eden yaşnâmeler ve 

gerekse sanat hayatlarındaki örtüşmeler göz 

önüne alındığında bu iki zirve sanatçının 

arasındaki paralelliğin tahmin edilenin 

ABSTRACT 

It is a known fact that bodily defects 

and deficiencies caused by these defects 

constitute difficulties in one’s life. Such 

deficiencies, in term of blindness, undertake 

a triggering function for the emergence of 

one’s competency of art in some cases and 

at various times. This study dwells upon 

the ‘’yaşnâme‛ of Ashik Mevlüt İhsanî and 

Ashik Mustafa Ruhanî, today’s master 

minstrels within Turkish custom of 

minstrelsy. Ashik Mevlüt İhsanî and Ashik 

Mustafa Ruhanî have led similar lives in 

terms of the neighborhood that they have 

lived and childhood that they have had. 

This similarity is perceptibly seen in the 

‚yaşnâme.‛ The focal point in the similarity 

of these two minstrel artists have 

experinced is that there is a tragic event 

which resulted in both ministrels’ blindness. 

This tragic event, also told in the 

‚yaşnâme‛, is a crucial phase in the artistic 

journey of two minstrels. The two 

‚yaşnâme‛ of both minstrels/artists, which 

resemble each other as if they are written 

by a single minstrel, are compared. The 

parallelism between these two important 

artists is beyond predictions when the 

experienced tragic event, the ‚yaşnâme‛ 

which display synchronic quality though 

written diachronically, and coincidences in 
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ötesinde olduğu görülür. 
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Yaşnâme, Âmâlık. 

their art life are taken into account. 

Key Words: Tradition of Minstrelsy, 
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It is a known fact that losing one’s sight, or blindless in a general term, 
has existed since the early ages of human history. To see or the ability to see is 
thought to be equal to light and light, whether it is sun or comes from fire, 

means safety and protection. Blindness, however, equates with darkness and 
means danger and not being safe. A blind person does not hunt efficently, does 

not use guns and falls behind in life. Although this belief is still valid in general, 

there are some differences about attidutes towards blindness with reasons such 
social and societal values have changed, hunting and collecting periods have 
passed, and people have not been living in conditions of caves and forests. In 
addition, the blind are still believed to live in a dark world that this darkness 

means evil, silliness, curse, sin etc., and it is a known fact that this situation is 
even reflected in the Holy Scriptures.  

In sociology of literature and science of literature, it is said that the ability 
to become a poet appears as a kind of recovery mechanism in people. 

Accordingly,  

‘Another early and persistent conception is that of the poet's "gift" 
As compensatory: the muse took away the sight of Demodocos' eyes but 

"gave Him the lovely gift of song" (in the Odyssey), as the blinded Tiresias 
is given prophetic vision. Handicap and endowment are not always, of 
course, so directly correlative j and the malady or deformity may be 

psychological or social instead of physical. Pope was a hunchback and a 
dwarf; Byron had a club-foot; Proust was an asthmatic neurotic of partly 

Jewish descent; Keats was shorter than other men; Thomas Wolfe, much 
taller. The difficulty with the theory is its very ease. After the event, any 
success can be attributed to compensatory motivation, for everyone has 

liabilities which may serve him as spurs (Wellek and Warren 1949:75)
1

. 

                                                           
1 See the informaiton surprising life stories of many writers, scientists and musicians such as 

beginning with Homeros, Demokritos, Dühring, Ostrovski, Rodrigo, Borges, Ray Charles, Ashik 

Veysel whose blindnesses do not prevent their studies (Demirci 2005). 
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On the other hand, it’s a known fact that blindness triggers a spiritual 
will of an artistic person; the artistic person makes his creations with an existing 

spiritual ability and inspiration. There are numerous views and evaluations about 
blindness of Homeros which becomes a matter of debate although it is not 
directly related to our tradition hereof. Those views focus on the point that early 
poets are thought to be half-prophet figures like Homeros who say holy words 
thorough God and those artists have that spiritual inspiration. The stories of 

such people, who create artistic works unexpectedly at a time when they are 
restricted either by blindness or other deficiencies, are interpreted as an 

attribution of miraculousness. For example, ‘’the fact that Homeros is defined as 
a blind poet plays an important role in the creation of the legend because it is 
out of question for this blind poet to read or write anything. Therefore, it 
should be accepted that he is an inspired chosen person who says spiritual 
words only with a holy inspiration‘’ (Cebeci 2004: 37-38). 

The idea that blindness contributes to musical development is quiet old. 

Especially those who lost their ability to see in very early ages improve their 

other senses
2

. Azra Erhat finds a relationship between Homeros’ blindness and 

his being the maintainer of oral tradition regardless of comments about whether 
Homeros is blind or not, by defining it as ‘blind tale’, asking the question ‘if the 
poet who perfectly explains what he sees with his eyes is really blind’, refering 

that he has an ability to use language properly even if he is deprived of his 

eyesight in return the possibility of his blindness (Homeros 1975: 12-20)
3

. 

Although its accuracy is open to question, Homeros’s blindness still 

continues its existence in the West traditions. In many cultures, even in those 
cultures where the contribution of the blind to music is limited, the image of 
                                                           
2 Pascal Belin, research head of Montreal University, puts forward his discovery with regard to 

the brain re-programmes itself in early ages of life. Pascal Belin who explains that visual cortex, a 

part of brain, is related to sight, but it can be used for improving other senses if it is given a 

chance says that all senses are connected to each other at birth, but those connections are lost in 

time in normal brains however those are saved and used in early blindness (see Hopkin 2004). 

3 The answers and discussions to bring an end to suspects who is Homer, when he wrote 

Odyssey and Iliad which are said to be his Works, how those legends were written and 

commented are influential in the existence of research and knowledge field known as ‘Homer 

Matter’, Oral Compositon Theory (see Çobanoğlu 1999: 229-258 for further information). 
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blind musicians is an important buiding stone. Natalie Kononenko (1976-1980) 
says that being a blind poet known as Kobzarstvo in Ukrania is a very strong 

tradition. Music is a part of social existence for those traveller blind poets in 

Ukrania. Also, according to Kononenko, kobzarstvos
4

 who do not work in other 
jobs, beginning with apprenticeship education to become a professional poet 
have a central place in Ukrania’s national identity. Izmail Sreznevskyi claims the 
idea that those kobzarstvos who go blind later are real witnesses of the great 

wars which they sing about
5

. 

It is a well-known fact that there are poets or minstrels who are famous 
with their blindnesses from Kadı Mustafa Dair to Ashik Veysel or artists whose 
fame reach an international level from a local one in Turkish oral and written 

poetry tradition. Wolfram Eberhard (2002: 12) talks about Hafız Ömer known as 
Blind Ömer in his researches of Southeast Anatolia. Eberhand, who states that 
he knows Blind Ömer from selected stories of Kuyuluk with his interruptions, 
his stories, his singing, his chants, emphasizes the idea that blind people can 

become good minstrels and they have a different place in the society due to 
their blindness instead of saying that an ex-matman Blind Ömer, known with his 

aggression, is a good poet or not. 

In this study, the emphasis would be on how Ashik Mevlüt İhsanî
6

 and 

Ashik Mustafa Ruhanî
7

, who are from today’s minstrels in Turkish tradition of 
                                                           
4 Another kobzar definition is as ‚the name that given to the first Hungarian poets of reeds‛ 

(Özbek 1998: 120). 

5 ‚Those blind musicians known as kobarstvos used to say ballads and travel from village to 

village by playing instruments. The musicians who played to earn a little money and food used 

to tell stories about Kazakh courage and their heoric search for freedom. In time professional 

musicians who sing epics with kobzari and bandura took place of traveller musicians. Ukranians 

are always fond of stories told with music. http://www.ukraine.com/blog/rss/ 

6 Mevlüt Şafak [İhsanî] [1928]: He was born in Çemik Village which is connected to distrcit of 

Şenkaya, Erzurum. He is married and father of seven daughters. He lost his eyes after bursting of 

a bomb and he left school in his second year at primary school. In addition to being a minstrel, 

he runs the Minstrels’ Cafe in Erzurum (Şafak 1986). Due to his family’s financial problems, he 

used to be a carpenter at first, but he failed. After his neighbour’s advice at the age of 13, he 

started to become a minstrel. He learnt how to play saz from Alişan Usta. The master from 

whom he learnt the necessities of the tradition was Bardızlı Nihanî [Mustafa Gedik]. Şeyh 

Mehmet Efendi from Erzurum gave his nickname as ‘İhsani’ because he was able to play and sing 

http://www.ukraine.com/blog/rss/
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minstrel, began their art and their journeys in this art in terms of their 
‘yaşnâme’. Both minstrels lost their eyes almost at the same age, when a bomb 

capsule burst in their hands that they found on land. This disaster resulted in 
same choices in their later periods and they wrote poems about those times in 
the language of tradition. The blindness of two blind minstrels and prologue 
stories of their art adventures are examined in terms of ‘yaşnâme’ which include 
simultaneity although they are written diachronically. 

                                                                                                                                                
without seeing. He used to sing all beutiful poems that he heard and liked besides the poems of 

Erzurumlu Emrah, Karacaoğlan and Sümmanî (Şafak 1997). His songs and poems were sung by 

singers. Besides the stories that he sorted out, five folktales of him are known. The poems of 

İhsanî  who raised minstrels such as Nuri Çırağî, Mehmet Hünkarî, İhsan Yavuzer, Rahim 

Baykara, Kenan Sağır and Musatafa Aydn and won a lot of rewards in the feasts that he 

participated, were collected into books with the names of ‘Eski Halı’ and ‘Çağlayan Dere’. The 

biography and works of the minstrel about whom a lot of articles were published, were collected 

into a book due to 40th establishment anniversary of Atatürk University (Düzgün 1997a). He 

also became thesis subject for students. He set foot in Konya, İzmir, Kars, Çıldır and Antalya 

because of various festivals (Özarslan 2001: 383). He was dead in Kocaeli-Derince in 06.11.2011. 

7 Mustafa Temel [Ruhanî] [1931]: He was born in Sivri Village which is connected to district of 

Tortum, Erzurum. He is married and father of four children. Besides being a minstrel, he deals 

with gardening. A bomb which bursted in his hand when he was ten years old caused him to 

lose three fingers of his right hand and his left eye. He started to become a minstrel when he 

was nineten years old. He took his nickname on his own after experiencing a dream in which a 

person says that ‚My son, the situation of you is a spiritual one‛ (Temel 1986). His love for the 

fairy in his dream and his adoration for Erzurumlu Emrah, Yunus and Sümmanî, whose poems 

he heards from his uncle, have a significant place in his tendency to minstrelsy. He learnt how to 

play saz from Tortumlu Muharrem Çavuş [Ashik Ayazî]. Ertuğrul Ataç, Zakir Tekgül, Mehmet 

Devranî and Şerifî are the pupils of Ruhanî. He believes that minstrelsy is a natural endowment. 

He believes that to play saz, to tell poems extemporaneously and to make dueling song are 

needed to become a minstrel. He sees minstrelsy as an art. Ruhanî, who won awards in 

competitions, has two plaques and two cassettes. Ruhanî, who is a story organizer, classified the 

stories of Nergis Hanım, Zülbiye Hatun, Yetim Esma, and Yusuf Çavuş on his own. In addition to 

these, he knows the stories of Köroğlu [three subsections], Ashik Mahirî, Ashik Samilî, Elmas and 

Kahraman, Necip and Telli, Ali İzzet [Böyle Bağlar], Celali Ahmat, Ercişli Emrah, Yaralı Mahmut 

that take place in tradition (Düzgün 1997b). Some stories that he told were broadcasted on 

radio. He travelled to many places both in country and at abroad (Temel 1996). He has 

performed his minstrelsy in tea houses, wedding ceremonies, communities, bairams and 

associations. He has attended many radio and TV programmes. Many articles have been 

published on his life and works; his life story and choosen poems were published the occasion of 

fortieth anniversary of the foundation of Atatürk University (Özarslan 2001: 384). 
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Because blindness plays an important role in both minstrels’ lives and 
their attitudes to art, two blind minstrels’ artistic journeys are explained and 

evaluated by referring to the role that blindness plays in the artistic person 
within the frame of general informations about the concept of blindness, 
reflections and the term of ‘yaşnâme’ are given.  

It is possible to understand from numerous poems, stories, songs which 
are in minds of Mevlüt İhsanî and Mustafa Ruhanî that people who cannot see 
have strong feelings, advanced skills at language and memorizing. Mevlüt İhsanî 

and Mustafa Ruhanî’s blindnesses bring their ‘love’; their loves cause their 
becoming minstrels, too. As their blindnesses are added to their God-given 
inspirations, this situation makes them become privileged representatives of 

minstrels. 

As all works, jobs and art have a beginning, minstrels from Erzurum have 
‘stories’ to head for becoming minstrels and to start apprenticeship education. 

Apprenticeship is the begining point of the training period explained above as a 
stage after inclining towards becoming minstrels. Umay Günay states the 
psychologic condition that a creative person has according to the information 

based on Carl Gustav Jung: 

’’Every creative person is a synthesis of contradictory attitudes. On the 
one hand, the person is an indivual that has a personal life; on the other 

hand, the person is a process of impersonal creation. One of the principal 
qualities of an artist is that psychic life of the society outweighs in this 

person in return for personal life. It can be said that art is a stimulation, 
which comes from birth, that catches human and uses him as a tool’’ 
(Günay 1986:112-113). 

In this process, which can be called as going towards minstrelsy rather 
than beginning to minstrelsy, the candidate pupil goes towards minstrelsy 

depending on some psychological, physical and social reasons as a result of 
impulses coming by birth. It is possible to collect these tendency reasons under 

titles such as; ‚passion‛, ‚dream‛, ‚inheritance‛, ‚influenced by tradition or of 

oneself‛, ‛longing‛, ‚blindness by birth or accidental‛, ‚poorness‛. The minstrel 
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from Erzurum head towards minstrelsy because of the reason which are seen 
below depending on the information about the minstrels from Erzurum: 

(a) going towards minstrelsy by passion, (b) going towards 
minstrelsy by dream, (c) going towards minstrelsy by inheritance from 

family, (d) going towards minstrelsy by emotions of longing, (e) going 
towards minstrelsy because of blindness by birth or accidental, and (f) 
going towards minstrelsy by poverty (Özarslan 2001: 112-117). 

Inclined towards minstrelsy of the minstrels in question is considered 

under the title of ‚Going towards minstrelsy because of blindness by birth or 
accidental‛ among the reasons that are counted above. 

The main reason of going towards minstrelsy of the minstrels within this 

group is to lose their eyes by birth or because of an accident. There are four 
minstrels who carry these qualifications in the minstrels of Erzurum. Among 

these minstrels, Yıldırım Coşkun [Burhanî] is blind by birth. As to Lütfullah 
Dîvanî, he has lost one of his eyes as a result of explosion of a bullet which is 
mixed in the dung that he put to the oven when he was 8. The other two have 

lost their eyes as a result of a similar accident. Mevlüt Şafak [İhsanî] and 
Mustafa Temel [Ruhanî] lost their eyes almost at the same period and same age 

as a result of explosion of a bomb capsule, which had not exploded in the 
terrain of their villages, but in their hands and after this event they went 

towards minstrelsy. 

İhsanî: He went towards minstrelsy as a result of the explosion of a bomb 

capsule in his hand and losing his eyes, when he was ten or eleven. 

Ruhanî: He went towards minstrelsy as the result of an explosion of a 
bomb capsule in his hand and lost his one eye and then the other eye, when he 

was eighteen (Özarslan 2001: 116-117). For Mevlüt İhsanî, and Mustafa Ruhanî; 
blindness has caused an indescribable trouble. It is known that they have 
reflected this trouble both in their ‘yaşnâme’ and other poems. Mustafa Ruhanî, 

in his poems, presents himself as a person who has suffered too much and 
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connects this mainly to his blindness. He feels very sad about being in a physical 
darkness and reflects this to one of his poems as: 

Hayatım karanlık dünyamda zulmet My life is dark, my world is gloomy 

Güneş doğmuş güneş aşmış bana ne Sun rises or sinks, who cares 

Madem ben her şeye kalmışım hasret Since I feel the absence of everything 

Âlem arzusuna koşmuş bana ne Everyone runs to their desire, who cares 

Dünya ışığını kaybettim çoktan  I have already lost the light of the world 

Ne daldan zevk aldım ne de yapraktan I get pleasure neither from branch nor leaf  

Şirin tabiattan sudan topraktan  From lovely nature, water, soil 

Bereket fışkırmış taşmış bana ne  Come fertility,  who cares 

His being in darkness physically does not cut his relation with the outer 
world; on the contrary it becomes a reason for him to search for the model of 
ideal human being. When İhsanî says that ‚I had a profession but luck‛, it is 

obvious that his misfortune comes from his blindness. 

Alfred Adler defends that some defects or inadequacies should not be 
seen as the origin of every negativeness and mischief, because such cases’ being 

a feature or fault changes according to situation. According to him, ‚His aims 
determine the spiritual life of a person. It is impossible to dream and to think 
unless there is an aim determining the activities of the person. This case is based 

on the reason that organism must adapt to environment and react. It is the 
basis of spiritual and physical activities of human life‛ (Adler 2000: 33). 

It is understood from their stories that blind minstrels’ priorities are 
natural needs like to remain standing, make a living, feed on themselves. The 
interest to minstrelsy of these people who lost their eyes in early ages is 
objectified by their families and environment in the form of playing saz and 

singin songs as a solution to their experiencing financial hardship in later 
periods of their lives. Because, blindness is one sided, not two sided like Alfred 
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Adler thinks, and seems like a fault for their lives. However, going towards 
minstrelsy of these candidates has caused them to determine their life aim as to 

become minstrel with the triggering of their mood, sensibility, deficiency, being 
repressed, poorness and having no alternative which originate from their 
blindness. This case is a matter which needs to be separately emphasized with 
regard to psychological and social reasons. 

The ‘yaşnâme’ that we will study are poems considered in the context of 
ballad genre in terms of both their capacity and structure. As it is known, 

various definitions have been made about minstrel style ballad genre in the 

tradition of minstrel style Turkish poem
8

. The last and the most comprehensive 
one of these definitions belongs to Özkul Çobanoglu, and with his words,  

‚Ballad is a type of verse. A minstrel performs it depending on the 

manner, which tells the topic, together with traditional minstrel styles. 
Ballads are performed in verbal cultural settings and there is no limitaion 

about topics; any event, substance or concept that is found suitable by the 
minstrel to tell in a ballad could be the story. Ballad cannot be less than 5 
or 7 quatrains, and there are examples that consist of 130, even 150 

quatrains. Most of ballads are koşma or semaî formed from 11 and 8 
syllables; some of them are found in the form of mani rarely and seldomly 

in the form of divani‛ (Çobanoğlu 2000: 3). 

This type of minstrel style poems as a term ballad that are told for every 
period, any kind of event and element of life may get different names with 

regard to their subjects. In these ballads which are known as lifetime ballad or 
‘yaşnâme’, generally mortality of life, the periods of childhood, youth, senility, 
and bitter and nice memories about these periods are told. While making 
references to the past and to the years which are impossible to live again, the 

lifetime of man is panoramically shown. Every event which is treated as a story 

is narrated in an artistic form
9

. 

                                                           
8 For further information, see (Çobanoğlu 2000). 

9 For other studies about ‘yaşnâme’ in Turkish Literature, see (İvgin 1980 and 1981; Çelebioğlu 

1984). 
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It is known that the ‘yaşnâme’ show differences in terms of structure and 
construct. 

‚Namely, every one of the minstrels starts their subject matters in a 
different way. While some start telling the person at the age of 15, some 

begin narrating the person at the very first age even from the period in 
mother’ womb, and the story lasts to the age of 100. There are even 
exaggerated ones which include the ages of 120-125 even 150 on subject 
matter. Some start with the creation of the world and spirits, and 

maintain it till the afterworld. But generally the ages starting from 10-11 to 
20 are dealed with a serial way one by one; people are evaluated in every 
five years after the age of 20 like 30-35-40-45...‛ (Kaya 2004). 

After these informations, it would be very suitable to give both texts of 

‘yaşnâme’ and the lives of minstrels in charts to show the thematic view. 

The characteristics expressed above can also be said for ‘yaşnâme’s which 
are dealed with here. The ‘yaşnâme’s of both minstrels include the period from 
their birth till the age of twenty. The ages mentioned are more intensive in 

‘yaşnâme’ of Ruhanî compared to İhsanî’s one. Ruhanî’s ‘yaşnâme’ consists of 11 
stanzas and İhsanî’s ‘yaşnâme’ consists of 9 stanzas. As to their telling losing 

their eyesights, İhsanî tells it after telling the accident, Ruhanî tells it before 

telling the accident. While the moment of the accident is in the 5th stanza in 

İhsanî and in the 6th stanza in Ruhanî, emphasize of blindness shows itself in the 
last line of the 6th stanza in İhsanî and in the last line of the 5th stanza in 

Ruhanî. In that case, the 5th and 6th stanzas are separated for accident and 
blindness by both minstrels. However, an obvious feature of these ‘yaşnâme’ is 
their emerging through narrating the lives of their tellers. Because, generally the 
story handled in the ‘yaşnâme’ is dealed with as a life of any person or in a 

general attitude about life rather than belonging to the life of the minstrel. Here, 
the minstrels directly tell a phase of their lives in their ‘yaşnâme’ (Appendix 1a 
and 1b). In this stage, we find the most tragic period of their lives and the story 
of their beginning the artistic journey with this tragedy that they experienced. 
This journey matches up with one-to-one in terms of start and development 

(Appendix 2). 
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Ashik Mevlüt İhsanî and Ashik Mustafa Ruhanî, were both born and lived 
in the same geography close to each other, and lost their eyes at the same ages. 

Their blindness is the main factor of their becoming minstrels. At the same time, 
these two minstrels were influenced from the environement in a similar way, 
were directed by similar people and adopted minstrelsy... Both of them are story 
organizer minstrels and regarded as masters in Erzurum from a special 
perspective and Eastern Anatolia Region in general. There is a thematic 

synchronical feature in the events that they experienced diachronically and in 
the artistic journey dealed within the ‘yaşnâme’ in which they told these events 

as stories. 
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